PRESS RELEASE

aec360 Releases Winter 2020 Update for Dynamics 365

Leading provider of Microsoft Dynamics 365 cloud solutions to the AEC industry
introduces enhanced aec360 features in latest quarterly cloud update.

Atlanta, GA – January 29, 2021: aec360 announced today the release of the Winter 2020 update to the aec360 industry
solution for Microsoft Dynamics 365. aec360 is a comprehensive cloud-based business platform designed to meet
the unique needs of AEC firms, providing an integrated platform that better integrates a firm’s marketing, business
development, project management, accounting, and talent management practices. Consistent with Microsoft’s cloud
update strategy, aec360 releases ongoing updates that provide enhanced capabilities and take advantage of emerging
technologies.
“Our Winter 2020 update reinforces the ongoing investments that Microsoft and aec360 are making in the AEC industry”,
explains Andy Yeomans, Executive Vice President for aec360. “Our ongoing investments in aec360, combined with
Microsoft’s unmatched R&D investments into Dynamics 365 and the Microsoft cloud, allow us to deliver a unique best-inclass solution that the niche AEC systems simply can’t match”.
The Winter 2020 update of aec360 offers a series of enhancements that include:
• Fee management enhancements to automate the creation of fee transactions for billing
• Enhanced WIP reporting and analytics
• Configurable overtime rules to streamline the time entry process
• Extensions across billing, resourcing, and utilization management processes
• Additional Power BI metrics, content packs, and dashboards
“Our collaborative product development approach brings us closer to our clients, who provide valuable design feedback
and insights around where to prioritize our investments”, Yeomans continued. “This allows us to focus on areas where we
can help our clients simplify and automate day-to-day processes to drive efficiencies and visibility across their firm.”
For more information about aec360 or to request a personalized demo, please visit our website at www.aec360.com.
About aec360
As Microsoft’s leading provider of Microsoft’s Dynamics™ 365 solutions and services to AEC firms, aec360 is a cloudbased business platform designed to meet the unique needs of the AEC industry. aec360 provides an integrated industry
solution for marketing and business development, project management, accounting, and human resource management,
and was built to leverage the best of the Microsoft cloud, helping AEC firms drive productivity, collaboration, and
insights across their organization. For more information, please visit our website at www.aec360.com.
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